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list of peer-reviewed education journals - 55. british journal of educational studies [0007-1005] 56.
british journal of educational technology [0007-1013] 57. british journal of guidance & counselling
[0306-9885] 58. british journal of learning disabilities [1354-4187] 59. british journal of religious
education [0141-6200] 60. british journal of sociology of education [0142-5692] 61.
scholarly journals focused on assessment in education - scholarly journals focused on
assessment in education (see second page for links to nearly all of these journals in full-text through
the psu library.) assessment in education ... the international journal of educational and
psychological assessment (tijepa)
journal of teacher education - educational opportunities for which schools are responsible. by
Ã¢Â€Âœwork of teaching,Ã¢Â€Â• we mean the core tasks that teach- ers must execute to help
pupils learn.
differentiated instruction: a research basis - eric - research studies dealing with differentiated
instruction, over the last 25 years from 1980 to 2005, were included. articles were included in this
review if they made pertinent reference to the model of differentiated instruction. articles, which dealt
with other aspects of teaching and learning, were excluded.
assessment: the bridge between 15 teaching and learning - wiliam | assessment: the bridge
between teaching and learning. page. 18. voices from the middle, volume 21 number 2, december
2013. students had held up one finger on one hand and four on the other, because the sentence
was an example of both alliteration and personification, while most students had assumed that a
sentence
special educators speak out on co-teaching knowledge and ... - special educators speak out on
co-teaching knowledge and skills cynthia shamberger ... speak out on co-teaching knowledge and
skills,"journal of research initiatives: vol. 1: iss. 2, article 6. ... have other educational needs receive
special education and related services for part or all
creating a collaborative and inclusive culture for ... - mcnair scholars research journal volume
5|issue 1 article 8 10-8-2012 creating a collaborative and inclusive culture for students with special
education needs
increasing the effectiveness of homework for all learners ... - increasing the effectiveness of
homework is a multifaceted goal. accom-modations, organization, structure of assignments,
technology, homeschool communication, and studentsÃ¢Â€Â™ home life all influence the
effectiveness of homework. teachers are often given the additional challenge of differentiating
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